Introduction
The depletion of ozone in the polar stratosphere is gener- lina et al., 1993; Beyer et al., 1994] .
In addition to ice and NAT, liquid and frozen sulfuric acid solutions have been shown to efficiently catalyze chlorine activation reactions at sufficiently low stratospheric temperatures [ Molina et al., 1993; Hanson and Ravishankara, 1993; Zhang et al., 1994] berger, 1988a, b; Worsnop et al., 1993] , the HCI/H20 [Hanson and Mauersberger, 1990; Abban et al., 1992] , and the HzSO4/H20 binary systems [Zhang et al., 1993b] . Smith [1990] 
with a temperature dependence
which represents the slope of a In P A versus 1/T plot, that is, the equilibrium coexistence line for the two hydrates in question in a phase diagram.
A similar equation can be derived for the intercepts (entropy changes).
For the current example of water vapor over a pair of acid hydrates having n and n' water molecules, we substitute H20 = A, acid = B, vn = v_ = 1, "oA = n, and v_ = n' into (9):
Similarly, for acid vapor over the pair we have Figure  3 is an example, the conversion of NAD to NAT began at lower temperatures than when no NAT formation was observed upon cooling.
Though the actual process in the calorimeter was likely the conversion to NAT followed by its melting, as was observed in the infrared experiments, conversion of the measured A232 K 245 K ntransition value to an approximation for the heat of As in Figure 4 but forPH, o over the H2SO4/H20 system.
The coexistence line is calculated from (10) 
